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[Intro : Quana]
Uh Come on, clap with me
All my ladies clap, All my fellas, clap
Yo, everybody clap, Yeah, come on, uh

[Verse 1 : Quana]
My love is like the atmosphere
It's always gonna be around
And no matter if you're far or near
This is how my love is going down
And boy your love has got me feeling things
That I know I wouldn't normally feel
So even though we said it's just a phase,
Baby we need to keep it real cuz

[Yummy :] Cuz you are on my brain
[Quana :] 24/7 and even when you're with some other
chick
[Yummy :] It doesn't feel the same
[Quana :] But see you can't front even if you wanted
cuz now you're in your whip
[Yummy :] Going one-double-o
[Quana :] On the highway, racing time speeding baby
tryna get to me
[Yummy :] Cuz papi you know
[Quana :] This is where your heart should be

[Chorus : Yummy & Quana]
This is just how it is
Ain't no escaping this
When you bite me with the luv bug baby
I know it for a fact
That we can make it last
And ever at the club
This keep coming back
It's contagious
Ain't no changing this
I'm addicted to this luv bug baby
It's taking over me
[?]
Though it's just a fantasy
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Love is such a tease

[Verse 2 : Yummy]
Your loving shows me that you care
And I can always see it in your eyes
Especially when you sit and stare
I think I got you hypnotized
With my loving like a jones sickness
But you're not understanding I'm the cure
The only remedy for this weakness
Is if we give into love and make it pure

[Quana:] Cuz you are on my brain
[Yummy:] 24/7 and even when you're with some other
chick
[Quana:] It doesn't feel the same
[Yummy:] But see you can't front even if you wanted
cuz now you're in your whip
[Quana:] Going one-double-o
[Yummy:] On the highway, racing time speeding baby
tryna get to me
[Quana:] Cuz papi you know
[Yummy:] This is where your heart should be

[Chorus : Yummy & Quana]
This is just how it is
Ain't no escaping this
When you bite me with the luv bug baby
I know it for a fact
That we can make it last
And ever at the club
This keep coming back
It's contagious
Ain't no changing this
I'm addicted to this luv bug baby
It's taking over me
[?]
Though it's just a fantasy
Love is such a 

[Bridge : Yummy]
Oooh, ohh
Cuz it feels so right
To have you here in my life
Quana : So let's not waste any more of this precious
time

[Chorus : Yummy & Quana]
This is just how it is
Ain't no escaping this
When you bite me with the luv bug baby



I know it for a fact
That we can make it last
And ever at the club
This keep coming back
It's contagious
Ain't no changing this
I'm addicted to this luv bug baby
It's taking over me
[?]
Though it's just a fantasy
Love is such a tease

Luv bug, Luv Luv Bug
Luv bug, Luv Luv Bugâ€¦
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